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New ISIS Cyber Campaign Announced as Supporters Share U.S. 
Agency Vulnerabilities

A group operating under ISIS’ hacking division announced in a Friday statement a

new campaign “to destroy your websites, your devices and your data,” while an

ISIS supporters’ IT help desk highlighted a Senate report revealing cybersecurity

failures and vulnerabilities at several government agencies. At the beginning of

the year, the new Caliphate Cyber Shield was announced as “an extension of the

United Cyber Caliphate (UCC).”

Nine Killed as Shooter Clad in Body Armor Attacks Patrons Outside 
Dayton Bar Nine people were killed and 26 injured by a gunman who opened fired on

patrons enjoying the summer evening on a patio at a Dayton, Ohio, bar.The 1

a.m. local time attack came just hours after 20 people were slain and 27

injured at a crowded Walmart in El Paso, Texas.The shooter was killed in the

attack outside Ned Peppers bar in Dayton’s Oregon District, a busy stretch of

restaurants and bars. He was described being masked and wearing ear

protection, wearing body armor, and wielding a .223 caliber rifle with extra

magazines.

FBI Document Warns Conspiracy Theories Are a New Domestic 

Terrorism Threat The FBI for the first time has identified fringe conspiracy theories as a

domestic terrorist threat, according to a previously unpublicized document

obtained by Yahoo News.The FBI intelligence bulletin from the bureau’s

Phoenix field office, dated May 30, 2019, describes “conspiracy theory-

driven domestic extremists,” as a growing threat, and notes that it is the first

such report to do so. It lists a number of arrests, including some that haven’t

been publicized, related to violent incidents motivated by fringe beliefs.The

document specifically mentions QAnon, a shadowy network that believes in

There are significant differences between the Islamic State and the white

nationalist terrorists who have been ramping up attacks in the U.S., but

“the parallels are stunning,” terrorism expert Will McCants tells The New

York Times. In fact, writes Max Fisher at the Times, “white nationalist

terrorism is following a progression eerily similar to that of jihadism under

the leadership of the Islamic State, in ways that do much to explain why the

attacks have suddenly grown so frequent and deadly.”

Terrorism Experts See ‘Stunning,’ Terrifying Parallels Between ISIS 
and U.S. White Nationalists

a deep state conspiracy against President Trump, and Pizzagate, the theory that a pedophile ring including

Clinton associates was being run out of the basement of a Washington, D.C., pizza restaurant (which didn’t

actually have a basement).
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ISIS Preparing Women to Participate on the Front Line of Future 
Endeavors
Head of the Iraqi Intelligence Forces Abu Ali al-Basri laid claims to the Iraqi

Arabic language newspaper Al Sabaah that the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria

(ISIS) have been preparing and training women to participate in future battles

after the overwhelming defeat they suffered at the hands of coalition

forces.The women fighters are being trained in Iraq, mainly in the area of

Mosul, as well as in Syria and Tunisia in order to take a more active role in the

organization’s upcoming terror aspirations.

The United Nations has warned that a recent pause in international terrorist

violence may soon end, with a new wave of attacks possible before the end

of the year.In a report, specialist monitors at the UN security council paint a

worrying picture of a global Islamist extremist movement that continues to

pose a significant threat despite recent setbacks.The authors raise

concerns about up to 30,000 foreigners who travelled to the “caliphate” to

fight and who may still be alive.

New Wave of Terrorist Attacks Possible Before End of Year, UN Says

AI Lie Detector Developed for Airport Security
A group of researchers are quietly commercialising an artificial

intelligence-driven lie detector, which they hope will be the future of airport

security.Discern Science International is the start-up behind a deception

detection tool named the Avatar, which features a virtual border guard that

asks travellers questions.The machine, which has been tested by border

services and in airports, is designed to make the screening process at

border security more efficient, and to weed out people with dangerous or

illegal intentions more accurately than human guards are able to do. But its

development also raises questions about whether a person’s propensity to

lie can be accurately measured by an algorithm.

Al-Qaeda ‘Is as Strong as It Has Ever Been,’ State Department Says
Al-Qaeda and its affiliates remain as much of a threat to the U.S. as “it has

ever been” after the terrorist group rebuilt itself while the U.S. and other

nations focused on destroying ISIS in Iraq and Syria, a State Department

official said Thursday.“Al-Qaeda has been strategic and patient over the

past several years,” Nathan Sales, the State Department’s coordinator for

counterterrorism, said at a briefing in Washington. “It’s let ISIS absorb the

brunt of the world’s counterterrorism efforts while patiently reconstituting

itself. What we see today is an al-Qaeda that is as strong as it has ever

been.”

Ideological Infighting in ISIS May Lead to Terror Group’s Undoing
The Islamic State has always had serious theological disputes within its ranks

Leadership tried to paper over the cracks, usually unsuccessfully.If unresolved,

this may lead to an IS breakup.The Islamic State has a record of fighting almost

as much with its supposed allies, and even within itself, as it does against its

enemies in the West. Cole Bunzel, a research fellow at Yale Law School and an

expert on the jihadi movement, has been studying these trends and earlier this

year published some of his findings.
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